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ABSTRACT 

The use of dashboards to aid hospital decision makers in managerial and clinical decisions is well 

documented in the literature, though few broach the challenging subject of combining cost measurement 

with user satisfaction and building layout optimization. This paper presents an innovative dashboard in a 

3D environment, providing decision makers with simulation capabilities using agent based simulation, 

allowing examination of their facility and the impact of policy, process and layout changes on patients and 

finances. An example is presented for an Emergency Department, wherein the presented dashboard revealed 

that the costs of constructing additional triage rooms would produce no benefit to patients; rather, a change 

in the process would be more beneficial compared with the existing situation. It is concluded that the 

developed dashboard allows users to make comparisons between multiple scenarios and visualize data in 

an intuitive format, allowing for decision makers to optimize their facility and operations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Healthcare is a complex array of interconnected functions aimed at prolonging quality of life in a population 

and hospitals face a wide range of issues in seeking to provide high quality care in an affordable manner. 

The National Health Service (NHS) England is viewed as being among the best health systems in the 

western world (Davis et al. 2014), yet it struggles with changing demographics putting pressure on the 

services provided (Department of Health 2013; NHS England 2013b). In recent times, the pressure on the 

NHS has been increasingly financial. In 2009, the NHS was issued the ‘Nicholson challenge’ to find £20bn 

of efficiency savings by 2015 (Nicholson 2009). This was not met and in 2016 the UK Government issued 

the NHS a fresh target to make £5bn of efficiency savings per annum between 2016 and 2020 (Carter 2016). 

Of the £5bn per annum target, £1bn is estimated to be capable of being saved through improved estates 

and facilities management (Carter 2016) by removing unwarranted variations between healthcare providers. 

As part of this, it has been recommended that NHS Trusts use a productivity dashboard, developed as part 

of the Carter Report (2016), to obtain an understanding of their individual estates’ costs, and areas where 

they can improve to fall in line with their peers (Carter 2016). Similar dashboards have been used before to 

measure a variety of healthcare performance in an attempt to provide manageable information to healthcare 

providers.  

Dashboards are used in a variety of sectors to aid the understanding and application of data. They have 

been frequently developed for business managers to integrate and summarize data and key performance 

information in a visual display (Dowding et al. 2015). Previous healthcare related dashboards have been 

developed to analyze bed occupancies (Daley et al. 2013), readmission prevention 

(Stadler et al. 2016) and performance management (Mesabbah and Arisha 2016). Other dashboards have 

been built as Discrete-Event Simulators (DES) to estimate capacity levels (Werker et al. 2009), measure 
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policy impact (Fletcher et al. 2007), simulate patient scheduling (Lee et al. 2013; Werker et al. 2009; 

Quevedo and Chapilliquén 2015; Harper and Gamlin 2003) and aid strategic decision making (Leskovar et 

al. 2011; Vanberkel and Blake 2007; Ballard and Kuhl 2006). 

The metrics used by dashboards in a healthcare setting vary greatly depending on the use of the 

dashboard. Those that give focus to patient scheduling tend to focus on outputs related to utilization and 

patient waiting (for example, Lee et al. (2013); Al-Araidah et al. (2012)), while those that focus on hospital 

management tend to measure bed occupancy and patient length of stay or readmissions (for example, Daley 

et al. (2013); Stadler et al. (2016)). 

Dashboards are typically built in a way to convey important information easily without the risk of 

misinterpretation. The presentation of information from such tools should be done in a way that allows 

users to easily understand the outputs in a format that transcends language barriers (Petersen 2002). Petersen 

(2002) suggested common output formats include the use of blue/green/yellow/red colors to indicate 

temperature (ranging from low, cold (blue) to high, hot (red)), and the use of traffic light systems 

(red/yellow/green) for outputs ranging on a bad to good scale. The ability to view the right level of detail 

for the right user is also vital to ensure the right information is dealt with by the right people (Pauwels et 

al. 2009). Too much data can be overwhelming to users, with usability and utility of a tool being easily lost 

in noise from too much data (Stadler et al. 2016). Similarly, the time taken to obtain value from data can 

be prohibitive if the tools do not present the data in an easy to understand format (Stadler et al. 2016; 

Halford et al. 2005). It has been argued by Halford et al. (2005) that accuracy of interpretation decreases 

when the complexity of the tool increases. 

There are typically two types of dashboard utilized in the healthcare sector, clinical and quality 

(Dowding et al. 2015). Clinical dashboards are defined by Dowding et al. (2015) as information technology 

which gives an output of productivity or quality indicators in a visual manner. They allow clinicians to 

access data in a timely manner to inform health decisions which may impact patient care (Dowding et al. 

2015). Examples of clinical dashboards are seen in McMenamin, Nicholson, and Leech (2011), Koopman 

et al. (2011), and Waitman et al. (2011). Quality dashboards, however, provide productivity and quality 

indicators to managers in a visual manner, enabling decision makers in healthcare organizations to identify 

aspects that can be improved for efficiency, patient care or cost (Dowding et al. 2015). Examples of quality 

dashboards include Fletcher et al. (2007), Lee et al. (2013), and Al-Araidah, Boran, and Wahsheh (2012). 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

A review of recent publications describing dashboards shows the vast range of technologies in use that aim 

to aid healthcare operations, ranging from web-based (Waitman et al. 2011), to custom developments 

utilizing FoxPro (Batley et al. 2011) and creating add-ons for existing systems (Koopman et al. 2011). Of 

these tools, the data output provided to users is consistent, aiming to give actionable intelligence to 

clinicians and managers for the best patient care. Many make use of ‘traffic-light’ output to highlight areas 

which need review, for example: when an item needs an update (McMenamin, Nicholson, and Leech 2011); 

highlighting that a new result is available (Batley et al. 2011); or indicating whether a patient’s record has 

been reviewed that day (Waitman et al. 2011). Other common features include the use of graphs to present 

information to the users, as seen in the dashboards presented by Waitman et al. (2011) and Daley et al. 

(2013). 

The development of dashboards is diverse and they are generally built to serve a specific purpose for a 

specific facility, rather than as a generic tool to aid facility management. This is seen in the dashboards 

presented by McMenamin et al. (2011), Koopman et al. (2011), Batley et al. (2011), Waitman et al. (2011) 

and Daley et al. (2013). The dashboard presented by McMenamin, Nicholson, and Leech (2011) is built as 

a clinical reminder system for general practice clinics in Whanganui (New Zealand), providing clinicians 

with information related to agreed health targets for patients. The effects of the dashboard on practice 

included an increase in the data collection for alcohol intake and smoking use among patients, along with 

an increase in cervical, breast and diabetes screening as well as cardiovascular risk assessments 
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(McMenamin, Nicholson, and Leech 2011). The dashboard by Koopman et al. (2011) was created as an 

add-on to electronic health records for diabetes patients and avoided repeating tests as patient information 

was collated in an easy to understand format, improving the speed with which it could be accessed by 

clinicians (Koopman et al. 2011). 

Batley et al. (2011) produced a dashboard utilizing FoxPro on Microsoft XP machines, linking various 

systems together to provide data for clinicians. The tool used a traffic-light system to highlight which results 

had been reviewed (green) and which were new (red). Key to the reported success of the dashboard was the 

interface design, with the study highlighting how a usable design can aid the adoption of a new system 

(Batley et al. 2011). The dashboard presented by Waitman et al. (2011) also used a color coding system to 

alert users to whether a patient record had been reviewed that day (green) or whether it needed review (red). 

The use of this color system was coupled with charts to provide pharmacists with alerts to potential drug 

dispensing errors to patients with a given background. This allowed pharmacists to intercept medication 

errors and reduce adverse drug events (Waitman et al. 2011). Daley et al. (2013) similarly showed that 

utilizing a set of clear visual displays in a dashboard layout can improve information-sharing and awareness 

between users and improve the quality of data for decision making. 

These dashboards display existing data to provide insights and represent information using charts, 

colors and other visual aids to aid decision making by users for clinical care or management. However, 

there are also dashboards which use simulation technologies to inform, guide and predict how clinical care 

and facility management may be impacted in a variety of scenarios. These have included studies looking 

at: improving radiation therapy planning (Werker et al. 2009); reducing waiting times and delays (Harper 

and Gamlin 2003; Vanberkel and Blake 2007; Al-Araidah, Boran, and Wahsheh 2012); modelling 

outpatient departments (Quevedo and Chapilliquén 2015); modelling emergency departments (Zeng et al. 

2012; Cabrera et al. 2012; Brenner et al. 2010); maximizing utilization and capacities (Lee et al. 2013; 

Ballard and Kuhl 2006); and measuring the impact of policy changes (Fletcher et al. 2007). 

These studies employ a range of simulation tools to achieve the core functionality of their simulation 

dashboards, such as agent-based modelling (Cabrera et al. 2012), SIMUL8 (Harper and Gamlin 2003; 

Brenner et al. 2010; Zeng et al. 2012) and Arena (Werker et al. 2009; Ballard and Kuhl 2006; Vanberkel 

and Blake 2007; Quevedo and Chapilliquén 2015; Al-Araidah, Boran, and Wahsheh 2012). SIMUL8 and 

Arena offer similar discrete-event simulation capabilities for complex systems analysis, such as drug 

dispensing and patient flows, with Arena additionally providing an option to visualize results in a 3D 

environment via a dashboard utilizing charts to visualize results as they are generated. Simulations can be 

used to predict a range of changes to layout or throughput. Vahdatzad and Griffin (2016), for example, 

produced a simulation model to optimize a facility layout between pod-based and sharing-based clinical 

room layouts, which advocates for the use of simulating multiple options when building healthcare spaces 

to aid decision making.  

However, such dashboards typically focus on a specific problem for a specific facility or department of 

a hospital. Few incorporate a direct financial cost of, for example, the floor space of the facility, rather, they 

include a reference to the cost of the care in terms of patients seen or re-admittance. Similarly, most 

dashboard tools are built for use by clinicians for patient health decision making, rather than for facilities’ 

managers for facility-based decision making. They operate using primarily discrete-event simulation 

technologies with few utilizing 3D representations as the norm. As the NHS is increasingly forced to focus 

on both the costs of care in terms of space utilization and floor area, and patient safety and experience in 

terms of waiting times and quality of care, there is a gap for a dashboard that can be used by managers to 

analyze and predict a facility’s performance. This paper introduces the Hospital Operations Modelling 

(HOM) dashboard, which can be used by facility managers in a 3D environment to: visualize existing 

scenarios; predict the impact of future demand with agent based simulation; and manage layout changes 

and analyze the impact they have on costs, patients waiting and facility utilization. 
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3 THE HOSPITAL OPERATIONS MODELLING (HOM) DASHBOARD 

The dashboard tool itself has been built as a plugin for Rhinoceros 3D, a 3D modelling tool used by 

architects and engineers to design and analyze building models. It is the primary environment utilized by 

SmartMove, an agent-based simulation tool developed by BuroHappold for use in people flow consultancy 

(Varughese et al. 2010; Sharma and Fisher 2013). SmartMove has been previously used to analyze the 

potential performance change in a pharmacy department (Greenroyd et al. 2016), however, the tool is a 

specialized people flow tool used by people flow consultants and is unlikely to be used by healthcare 

managers. On its own, SmartMove is capable of simulating a given layout and a given number of scenarios, 

but can be cumbersome to the inexperienced user. 

Generalizability of the HOM dashboard was a key objective in its development. Rather than having one 

fixed dashboard that all users must comprehend, this dashboard is made up of several widgets which users 

can opt to display or hide based on their individual preference. This gives the dashboard significant 

flexibility in terms of layout and functionality. Each capability of the dashboard is self-contained within its 

own widget, with the user able to search for new widgets or remove widgets as they deem necessary. 

The HOM dashboard utilizes the powerful agent-based simulation modelling capabilities of 

SmartMove to provide simulation options to the dashboard. This is coupled with widgets for managing 

different layouts and displaying results back to the user. The ability to manage several layouts offers users 

the capability to modify their facility and then re-simulate a scenario to assess the impact of that layout 

change on patients and staff. For example, a manager may change the layout to include an additional triage 

room for an emergency department, or to close a corridor to prevent infection spread. These layout changes 

can be applied and saved to the dashboard to be selected for simulation and analysis. 

The self-contained widgets make it easy for users to change the model being analyzed. The activities 

widget allows users to increase or decrease rooms with a single button click, or create new activity 

definitions quickly. The layouts widget allows users to modify the department or facility layout by adding, 

moving or removing walls. Multiple layouts can be drawn and saved for simulation, allowing many options 

to be considered and presented to stakeholders. 

Displaying results is spread across a collection of widgets to allow the user to select the result display 

most relevant to them. This includes a chart widget, which allows the user to select from a range of metrics 

and plot the data in an understandable format. Metrics include: occupancy of the whole facility or of a 

specific area (e.g. a waiting area); waiting times (average (mean) or maximum); and utilization (average 

(mean) or current). A cost function widget is also provided, allowing users to see how much the layout will 

cost per group of rooms (e.g. how much three triage rooms cost compared with five triage rooms) and how 

much the facility as a whole will cost (sum of all defined activity rooms). Finally, a range of analysis metrics 

can be superimposed as colors on floorplans, including density, footfall and utilization. 

These widgets allow users to compare the results they are most interested in and allows them to, for 

example, balance between costs and waiting times. The use of trace recording provided by SmartMove 

allows users to save the people movements for a given scenario to review them at a later stage. These trace 

files contain the movements people made for each second of simulation; from which utilization, wait time 

and occupancy data can be extracted. Trace files can also be combined for analysis, allowing users to 

compare scenarios, layouts and interventions on the same set of result metrics for easy comparison. Figure 

1 shows the dashboard set up with default widgets for model, population and process simulation for an 

emergency department. 
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Figure 1 - Dashboard modelling an emergency department. 

4 MODELLING THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 

Emergency departments in hospitals are diverse places of medical care. Treating minor to life-threatening 

injuries, emergency departments run 24 hours a day, seven days a week, accepting and treating walk-in 

patients as well as those that arrive by air or road ambulance. In the UK, there is a government target to see, 

treat or discharge 95% of emergency department patients within four hours of their arrival (Department of 

Health 2000; NHS England 2013a). There is a delicate balance between seeing patients in a timely manner, 

utilizing the clinic space in line with the Carter report (Carter 2016) and keeping costs within reasonable 

levels. In the example presented here, the dashboard analyzed the existing situation in the Emergency 

Department of a hospital in the UK, with the standard facility layout, capacities, processes and average 

patient numbers. This is followed by an analysis of the ‘what-ifs’, looking at the impact of adding two more 

triage rooms to the process; followed by looking at the effect of using a rapid assessment and treatment 

(RAT) model on the department. 

4.1 The Scenarios 

For the demonstration of the dashboard’s capabilities three scenarios were defined, simulated and analyzed 

using the dashboard’s widgets as appropriate. The first scenario analyzed the existing situation within the 

Emergency Department, with the following scenarios modifying an aspect of the layout and patient process 

from standard triage to rapid assess and treat (RAT). The number of available services, and the service 

durations, were captured from the Emergency Department and displayed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the 

typical patient process for walk-in patients and Figure 3 shows the patient process for ambulance arrivals 

for both standard triage and RAT processes. 

Table 1 - Service times for modelling. 

Service type Capacity Service time (standard triage) Service time (RAT) 

Ambulance discharge 1 4 minutes 4 minutes 

Ambulance triage 1 7.5 minutes 15 minutes 

Walk-in triage 3 7.5 minutes 15 minutes 
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Service type Capacity Service time (standard triage) Service time (RAT) 

ED Doctor 2 20 minutes 10 minutes 

Major beds 22 210 minutes 120 minutes 

X-Ray 1 8 minutes 8 minutes 

Bloods 1 75 minutes 75 minutes 

Specialist consultant 1 10 minutes 10 minutes 

Streaming process 1 3 minutes 3 minutes 

Registration 2 7.5 minutes 7.5 minutes 

 

 

Figure 2 - Process for walk-in patients. 

The first scenario visualizes the existing situation within the Emergency Department, using the default 

layout, service durations, and process. This showcases how the department is functioning with its current 

demand without making changes. The 3D visualizations show managers how the department is performing 

with the patients in mind as well as the department’s metrics. Two additional scenarios were then defined 

to demonstrate the dashboard’s functionality. The first additional scenario introduces two additional walk-

in triage rooms to the layout, expanding from three to five, and compares the cost, wait times and utilization 

with the existing scenario. 

Table 2 - Scenarios modelled. 

 

The final scenario changes the process from traditional “triage” to a “rapid assess and treat” (RAT) 

process. RAT typically involves senior medical practitioners early in the assessment of patients with ‘major’ 

injuries (NHS England 2012) to better move them through the clinical pathway. This approach enables 

patients with major injuries to be seen by a doctor who can complete an initial assessment and define the 

care plan for that patient and decide whether they need to be admitted (NHS England 2012), thus allowing 

for a quicker patient pathway for those that require it. Nurses and junior doctors take over to implement the 

care plan and the patient is moved along the clinical pathway. Table 2 outlines the three scenarios simulated. 

Scenario Layout Process Population 

Scenario 1 – 

original situation 

Original Standard 

(Figure 2) 

89 patients arriving at a constant 

rate for ~50 minutes 

Scenario 2 – 

additional triage 

Two additional walk-in 

triage rooms 

Standard 

(Figure 2) 

89 patients arriving at a constant 

rate for ~50 minutes 

Scenario 3 – RAT 

process 

Original RAT (Figure 

3) 

89 patients arriving at a constant 

rate for ~50 minutes 
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5 RESULTS 

The results of the simulations can be loaded back to the dashboard for comparison between scenarios, 

allowing the user to compare, contrast and identify aspects for improvement in future simulations. This 

allows for easy comparison of metrics by users, with the data from each scenario easily accessible and 

comparable with the widgets provided. For this demonstration, three metrics were core for analyzing the 

effectiveness of the Emergency Department. First, the time it took to clear the simulation of the patients 

that arrived at the Emergency Department, i.e. the total simulation time for 89 patients (13 ambulance 

arrivals and 76 walk-in arrivals) to arrive, be seen and complete their treatment pathway. The second is the 

occupancy of the waiting area, including the queueing area for registration. The lower the occupancy, the 

quicker patients are seen and so the more positive the experience is for patients in a low-crowded waiting 

area. Finally, the waiting time for patients is a key component for patient satisfaction, and while the 

government target is set that patients should not be waiting more than four hours to be seen, treated or 

discharged, there is a general advantage to having patients not waiting longer than needed. As such, the 

wait time analyzed from these scenarios is the total wait time for a patient for any part of their pathway, 

broken down into the maximum wait time a patient experienced, and the average wait time. Table 3 gives 

a breakdown of these results available from the HOM dashboard, while Figure 4 provides a chart comparing 

the occupancy of the waiting room across the three scenarios. 

 

Figure 3 - Process for ambulance arrivals. 

Table 3 - Simulation results. 

Scenario Time to complete 
Wait time 

Maximum Average (mean) 

Scenario 1 08:53:47 6hrs 18mins 1hr 7mins 

Scenario 2 08:47:01 5hrs 51mins 1hr 21mins 

Scenario 3 06:02:12 3hrs 22mins 59mins 

 

The results shown in Table 3 display the evidence for adopting the RAT process in this particular 

Emergency Department, with improvements to overall patient waiting time (a reduction of 8 minutes on 

average, and a reduction of 2 hours 56 minutes for the maximum waiting time) and the waiting room 

occupancy and crowding levels being reduced compared with the standard Triage process. Although 

Scenario Two reduced the overall maximum waiting time, the average wait time for patients increased as a 

result of bottlenecks later in the process. Scenario Two reduces the wait time for triage, but with patients 

still requiring later consultation, the average wait time for the patients in the model increases as they wait 

for services later in the process. 
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Figure 4 - Waiting area occupancy across the three scenarios. 

6 LIMITATIONS 

Although the dashboard provides users with the ability to balance the cost, patient throughput, waiting 

times, density levels, and a range of other metrics, it does not provide a measure of the hospital cost as a 

whole. The calculated cost is for clinic space, as defined by the users, and calculated on square meter 

operating/construction costs provided by the user. Non-clinical areas, such as store cupboards, 

administration areas, or corridors are not included in the analysis unless specifically defined by the user. 

The cost comparisons are performed solely on the defined clinical space and allows the users to balance the 

cost of construction against the benefits to patients. 

Although the HOM dashboard is capable of storing and simulating a number of layouts defined by the 

user, it does not possess any computational intelligence capabilities to create layouts from a given number 

of rooms. This could be added in the future for use on new build projects or large renovation projects where 

the layout may be more flexible. 

The initial use of the dashboard may require additional training for users who may not be used to 

working with CAD models in a 3D space with simulation capabilities. Although the HOM dashboard aims 

to be as intuitive as possible with small widgets encapsulating relevant functionality, the large choice of 

widgets available to users may be overwhelming and lead to confusion of how to use the tool to obtain the 

best output. This can be countered with training and the documentation provided with the dashboard walks 

users through setting up a simple simulation model and comparing the results. Nevertheless, the dashboard 

offers users a large range of freedoms in dashboard set up and utilization, ranging from simulation, to 

comparison, to simple cost comparison functionality. 

The simulated outputs of the HOM dashboard offer only a prediction of what may occur within a facility 

based on the inputs provided by the users. If the inputs are not accurate, then the resultant simulation results 

will portray an inaccurate report of the facility. It is important therefore to ensure inputs are reasonable, 

accurate and realistic to prevent this. This can again be countered by training users to use the HOM 

dashboard appropriately. Alternatively, teams of users can be set up whereby one user validates the inputs 

of another user prior to simulation being carried out, thus reducing the likelihood of inaccurate inputs being 

used. However, this would increase staffing costs for each additional person assigned to work with the 

HOM dashboard and so a delicate balance of users would need to be found to prevent increased staffing 

costs outweighing the benefits of using the HOM dashboard. 
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Finally, the outputs of the HOM dashboard reported in this paper explore the impact of 89 patients on 

the Emergency Department in isolation. The simulations does not include patients already in the department 

prior to the start of the simulation, nor does it add new patients after the first hour. The results and benefits 

are therefore based on the simulation of those 89 patients only, for comparison across the three scenarios. 

As emergency departments operate on a 24 hour basis, users may need to include additional patient numbers 

at the start, and during, the analysis of any observed population. 

7 DISCUSSION 

The HOM dashboard presented here was designed to enable hospital and department managers to 

understand their hospital/departments and predict the impact of changes to the building. Changes such as 

the building design, number of attendances, changes to the clinical process, or a mixture of all three, can be 

analyzed in an environment which is safe for patients before implementation. This helps prevent poor 

options from being implemented which may negatively impact patient safety, care and/or experience. It 

may also help prevent unnecessary construction costs for hospitals by providing evidence to argue for, or 

against, construction. The example within this paper demonstrated that the additional cost of constructing 

two additional triage rooms would have produced no benefit to patients or the department. Rather, a change 

in the process provided better benefits compared with the existing situation, and the use of this dashboard 

to demonstrate that can acquire support from key stakeholders in projects. 

The inclusion of simulation allows users to predict what will happen to a facility with respect to the 

impact on the hospital’s users. It allows the NHS to keep at its heart the focal point of its existence, the 

patients which require its services. It allows the careful balance between patient needs and the needs of the 

hospital, including pressures from governmental policies and cost saving measures. If the dashboard were 

focused on only one single aspect of the hospital operation, the delicate balance may be lost.  Including 

facility functionality and patient simulation allows this balance to be maintained. 

Future dashboards may be refined further, allowing for the computer to predict, analyze and suggest 

improvements accordingly. At this stage, the HOM dashboard takes inputs from the user, performs 

simulations or calculations as required, and returns the outputs of those simulations and calculations in a 

manner that allows users to strike the right balance and helps to find the most appropriate solution. Future 

dashboards should incorporate an element of computational intelligence to provide recommendations from 

a series of simulations, allowing users to compare large numbers of options efficiently. Similarly, future 

dashboards may incorporate live data links with various systems such as scheduling systems, arrivals 

records and admissions data sets. Links with live data sources would allow the HOM dashboard to show 

the current situation to users in real time, while retaining the simulation capabilities that allow users to 

predict what will happen next within the facility. Live data links also allow the HOM dashboard to make 

suggestions based on previous data for what best to analyze by the user, such as a changing trend in 

admissions or seasonal admission variance. Alternatively, combining live data links with computational 

intelligence would allow the HOM dashboard to simulate various scenarios based on the incoming data and 

predict which solution for the future would be most optimal for implementation. However, this would 

require strong calibration of the computational intelligence and sanitization of the live data input to prevent 

miscalculation or sub-optimal solutions being suggested. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has introduced a new dashboard for use by hospital managers to examine existing scenarios, 

predict the impact of interventions and plan for the future of their facility using the safety of simulation. 

The use of simulation prediction allows hospitals to explore options in a safe environment to help optimize 

a solution without negatively impacting patient care or patient safety. The inclusion of cost measuring 

functions allows the dashboard users to balance patient satisfaction and cost effectiveness for a facility. It 

provides the opportunity to explore different options and obtain evidence to gain stakeholder support prior 

to the implementation of changes. 
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The demonstration provided by this paper showcases how one Emergency Department could simulate 

different options of operation, ranging from increasing triage capacity to adopting a different care process. 

The analysis showed that constructing additional triage rooms would bring no benefit to the department as 

the planned demand was not sufficient enough. However, adopting a Rapid Assess and Treat process instead 

of the standard triage process, allowing patients to be processed more efficiently and provide them with a 

quicker care program for their needs, provides significant benefits to the department in terms of waiting 

times and waiting room occupancy/crowding. 

Finally, the HOM dashboard can be easily used on an entire hospital model, as well as modelling 

individual departments for the benefit of the hospital as a whole. The end result of using the dashboard is 

the user’s ability to optimize their facility for a number of metrics, including patient based and governmental 

metrics, without negatively impacting on the hospital’s operations and patient care. 
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